PARKING PASS
N.U. In Orientation
Monday, June 25, 2018
7:00 AM - 7:00 PM

Please separate this portion prior to arrival and submit to the Parking Attendant upon entry.

This pass entitles the bearer to park in the Columbus Garage, 795 Columbus Avenue, Boston, MA 02120. Arrangements have been made and confirmed with the office of Business Services.

PARKING PASS
N.U. In Orientation
Monday, June 25, 2018
7:00 AM - 7:00 PM

Once parked, please place this portion on the driver’s side dashboard of your vehicle.

This pass entitles the bearer to park in the Columbus Garage, 795 Columbus Avenue, Boston, MA 02120. Arrangements have been made and confirmed with the office of Business Services.

Parking is not guaranteed and is handled on a first come first serve basis. We will do our best to accommodate you.

PARKING PASS
N.U. In Orientation
Monday, June 25, 2018
7:00 AM - 7:00 PM

Please do not park in spaces which are restricted by barriers or marked with special signage. Violators will be towed at the owner’s expense.

Disability Parking Spaces Require A Valid Disability Placard

The pass bearer agrees to follow all parking rules and regulations. Failure to do so may lead to the parking privileges being revoked and/or the vehicle to be towed at the owner’s risk and expense.

PLEASE DO NOT PARK IN SPACES WHICH ARE RESTRICTED BY BARRIERS OR MARKED WITH SPECIAL SIGNAGE. VIOLATORS WILL BE TOWED AT THE OWNERS EXPENSE.

Disability Parking Spaces Require A Valid Disability Placard

The pass bearer agrees to follow all parking rules and regulations. Failure to do so may lead to the parking privileges being revoked and/or the vehicle to be towed at the owner’s risk and expense.

Parking is not guaranteed and is handled on a first come first serve basis. We will do our best to accommodate you.

PLEASE DO NOT PARK IN SPACES WHICH ARE RESTRICTED BY BARRIERS OR MARKED WITH SPECIAL SIGNAGE. VIOLATORS WILL BE TOWED AT THE OWNERS EXPENSE.

Disability Parking Spaces Require A Valid Disability Placard

The pass bearer agrees to follow all parking rules and regulations. Failure to do so may lead to the parking privileges being revoked and/or the vehicle to be towed at the owner’s risk and expense.

Vehicles are parked at the owner’s risk. Reasonable care is given to cars left in our custody, but we are not responsible for loss or damage due to fire, theft, breakage or collision. Articles left in car are at the owner’s risk.

Please hand this side to the Parking Attendant

Please place this side on your dashboard